Recently several papers on varieties of topological groups have appeared. In this note we investigate the question: if £1 is a class of topological groups, what topological groups are in the variety V(Q) generated by Q; that is, what topological groups can be " manufactured " from SI using repeatedly the operations of taking subgroups, quotient groups and arbitrary cartesian products ? We seek a general theorem which will be useful for investigating V(Q) for wellknown classes il.
M. S. BROOKS, S. A. MORRIS AND S. A. SAXON properties:
(a) A" is a subspace of F, (b) X generates F algebraically, (c) for any continuous mapping y of X into a member of H of V, there exists a continuous homomorphism T of F into H such that T \ x = y.
In (11) it was shown that F(X, V) exists if and only if there is a member of V which has X as a subspace. If F(X, V) exists, then it is unique (up to isomorphism). Note that any variety of groups can be considered as a variety of topological groups simply by endowing each group with its indiscrete topology. Of course, as it applies to varieties of groups the above theorem is well known and our proof is a standard one (see, for example, (7), section 23). However, the usual proof of that case via free groups ((19), 15.23) does not extend. The difficulty concerns the following question:
If Q is a class of topological groups and A' is a Hausdorff space such that F(X, V(ty) exists, does F(X, V(O)) necessarily belong to SCQ?
The example below, provided by Gerald Edgar and Andrew Gleason, answers this question in the negative.
Example. Let Cl be the class of all totally disconnected groups and X the real line with its usual topology. Then SCQ = Q and thus F(X, K(Q)), if it exists, is not in SCQ.
To see that F(X, K(fi)) exists, we show that R e V(Q), where R is the additive group of reals with its usual topology (see Corollary 2.10 of (11)). In fact, we show that R e Q£l.
In the Banach space I 2 of real square-summable sequences, let G be the group of sequences which have rational coordinates. Then G eil.
Choose any a e I 2 , with all components non-zero. It is easily seen that the map / : G-+R, given by/(a) = (a, a) where ( , ) is the inner product in I 2 , is an open continuous homomorphism of G on to R. Thus R e Q{G} c QQ., as required.
Before presenting our main theorem we state a lemma, the proof of which is omitted as it is straightforward. 
.)nf(A) where D a = h aPa (A) for <T # T and D z = h r (p,(O)np t (A)). If xe(n aeZ D a )nf(A) then there exists a e A such that x = f{a) en aez D a , and so there exists c e O such that h z p z {c) = h T p z (a); that is, p z (B)p x (c) = p z (B)p z (a). So there exists i e 5 such that/> t (c) = p z {b)p z {a) -p z (ba). But this means thatp z (ba)ep z (O)
and therefore that ba e 0. This shows that x ef(OnA) since clearly B is in the kernel off and so x =/(a) =f(ba).
We now show that the kernel of/is in B. If y $ B then, since 2? is closed in A, there exists a neighbourhood W = n ieI Ni of j in n ieI Ki with iVnU = 0 and JVj = ATj for all / $ y, where y is suitably chosen from I.
Clearly p y (N)np y (B) -0, and sincep y {y) ep y (N) it follows thatp y (y) <frp y (B)
Since /» y (5) is the kernel of h y , this shows that/(j) = {h a p a (y)) a e z is not the identity.
Thus we have that / is an open continuous homomorphism with kernel B, and so A/B is isomorphic to a subgroup of n a e z h a p a (A); that is, G e SCQSDSl, as we set out to show.
Remark. In the abelian case the commutativity of the operators Q and S yields: If Q is any class of abelian topological groups and G is a Hausdorff group in V(Q) then G e SCQDil. We do not know whether the " abelian " condition is necessary or not.
Corollary 1. If SI is a class of locally compact Hausdorff groups or a class of complete metrizable groups then every Hausdorff group G in V(Cl) has a completion G and G is in V{Q).
Proof. If ft consists either of locally compact Hausdorff groups or of complete metrizable groups then QSDSl contains only groups of the same kind.
Since the product of complete groups is complete it now follows from Theorem 2 that G is a subgroup of a complete group in V(Q).
Remarks. We note that not every variety is closed under the formation of completions-for example, the variety generated by the additive group of rationals with its usual topology.
It is known ((1), Exercise 16c) that not every topological group has a completion. It therefore follows that the variety of all topological groups is not generated by the class of all locally compact Hausdorff groups. Our next corollary shows that the variety of all abelian topological groups is not generated by its locally compact Hausdorff groups. (Further information is obtained in (16) .)
Corollary 2. If Q is any class of locally compact abelian groups, then any Hausdorff group in F(Q) is maximally almost periodic.
Proof. We abbreviate maximally almost periodic to MAP. By Theorem 2, G e SCQSDQ. Now QSDCl contains only locally compact Hausdorff abelian groups and these are MAP. To see that G is MAP we only have to note that products and subgroups of MAP groups are MAP.
Remark. It is noted in (18) that a variety generated by locally compact MAP groups can contain (locally compact) Hausdorff non-MAP groups.
Our next corollary could have been derived easily from Theorem 1.
Corollary 3. IfCl is any class ofpseudocompact Hausdorff groups, then every complete Hausdorff (in particular, locally compact Hausdorff) group G in V(£l) is compact.
Proof. It is shown in (3) and (20) that every member of Q can be embedded in a compact Hausdorff group. Thus F(£2) <= V(T), where T is the class of all compact Hausdorff groups. Since G is complete, Theorem 2 implies that G 6 SCQSDT = T.
Remark. It was shown in (6) that if X is compact Hausdorff and V is the variety of all (all abelian) topological groups, then F(X, V) exists and is complete Hausdorff. Corollary 3 shows that if Q is any class of connected compact Hausdorff groups then F(X, F(Q)) is not complete. (It is shown in (17) that F(X, V(Q)) exists and is Hausdorff. Therefore by Corollary 3, if it is complete then it is compact. However, by Theorem 2.8 of (11) and Theorem 2.5 (iv) of (2) F(X, K(Q)) is algebraically a free group or a free abelian group and consequently, (5), does not admit a compact Hausdorff topology.)
Corollary 4. If Q is a class of locally compact Hausdorff groups, then the following conditions are equivalent:
(i) Re SCI (ii) R e V(Cl) (iii) F(Q) contains a connected non-compact locally compact Hausdorff group.
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Proof. Clearly (i) implies (ii) and (ii) implies (iii). Now suppose (iii) is true and (i) is false. Then there exists a connected non-compact locally compact Hausdorff group G in V(Cl). According to §4.13 of (10), G has R as a subgroup and so R e V(Cl).
Since R £ SCI, the component of the identity of each member of Cl is compact (again using §4.13 of (10)). Clearly then this is also true for each member of SDCl. Indeed by 7.12 of (9) it is true for each member of QSDQ.
By Theorem 2, Re V(Ci) implies Re SCQSDCl; that is, R is a subgroup of a product n t e jG h where each G ( e QSDCl and hence has compact component Kj of the identity. Since R is connected, its projection into G ( is contained in K t . Hence R is a subgroup of the compact group n t e jC h which is impossible. Thus (iii) implies (i).
Remarks. It was proved in (12) that R i V(T), R $ V(Z) and Z $ V(T)
, where Jand Z respectively denote the circle group and the group of integers with the usual topology. We now see from Corollary 4 that R <£ V{Z, T). Indeed, by Corollary 1, the additive group of rationals with its usual topology is not in V{Z, T}.
We can use this to answer an " open question " in (17) . First we need a definition: A variety V is said to be a ^-variety if for every compact Hausdorff space X, F{X, V) exists and is Hausdorff. It is shown in (17) that any variety generated by arcwise connected Hausdorff groups is a ^-variety. The " open question " asks if the converse is true. We answer this in the negative by proving that the /J-variety V{Z, T} is not generated by its connected Hausdorff groups. Indeed the corollary below says somewhat more.
Corollary 5. Let Cl be a class of locally compact abelian groups. Then V(Cl) is generated by its connected Hausdorff groups if and only if V(Cl) equals V(R) or V(T).
Proof. If G is any connected Hausdorff group in V(Ci), then G e SCQSDCl; that is, G e SC{H a :a e /}, where each H x e SQSDQ. and the projection of G is dense in H x . Thus H x is connected and locally compact. Hence V(Q) is generated by its connected locally compact Hausdorff groups. Since every such group is a projective limit of Lie groups, we have that V(£l) is generated by connected abelian Lie groups. These groups are of the form R" x T b , where a and b are non-negative integers. So V(£l) equals V(R) or V{T), as required.
Remark. Let fi be a class of locally compact groups. Then, as above, F(fi) is generated by its connected Hausdorff groups if and only if it is generated by its connected Lie groups. Corollary 7 then says that every discrete group in V(&) is countable. Thus if Cl is the class of all locally compact groups, F(Q) is not generated by its connected Hausdorff groups. So we have another proof that V(d) is a proper subvariety of the variety of all topological groups as it was shown in (8) that the latter variety is generated by connected Hausdorff groups. Proof. By Theorem 2 we need only show that if a metrizable group G is a subgroup of a product n t E ///,-of topological groups H h then there exists a countable subset J of I such that G is isomorphic to a subgroup of n t e j / / , . Now G has a base of neighbourhoods Nj, j = 1, 2,... of the identity element such that Nj = {n-t e j£> y )n(7, where each Z>, 7 is a neighbourhood of the identity 00 in H t and there is a finite subset /,• of/with D tJ = / / ; for all i $ Ij. Put y = \J Ij and let / be the natural projection of n t e jHi on to n ( e } H V It is now a routine matter to verify that/(G) is isomorphic to G.
As an immediate consequence we have.
Corollary 7. If SI is a class of separable metric groups and G is a metrizable group in V(Q) then G is separable.

